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A BRIDGE FROM SOLDIER TO STUDENT
With mission to help
veterans, GW and former soldiers see
payoff with top Yellow Ribbon Program
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

military

members

''

JEREMY DIAMOND

You don’t
have your
platoon anymore.
You don’t have
your fire team or
your tank crew.
You get off the
Metro at Foggy
Bottom and you’re
like, ‘Alright,
here I go.’

campus support to

DELANEY WALSH | PHOTO EDITOR

Top: Dominic Amaral, a history
major, said GW has struck the right
balance of support for its more than
500 student veterans.
Right: Mitch Bent, vice president
of GW Veterans, volunteers with
the group Saturday morning at the
Clarendon Day Run.

DOMINIC AMARAL
Student veteran

See VETERANS Page 8

YELLOW RIBBON PROGRAM: MAXIMUM FUNDS PER STUDENT VETERAN
GW

undergraduate

graduate

BU

NYU

$18,000

$12,000

$9,000

capped at
200 students

no student cap

capped at 25
students

$2,000

Tulane

$3,500 $3,500

capped at 50

$1,000 $1,000

no student cap

capped at 100

GW sharpens oversight
of student organizations
GW’s push to
expand
off-campus
authority is the
latest move in a
nationwide effort
to share
jurisdictions with
campus and
city forces.

Student life officials
look to cut duplicated,
inactive groups
NORA PRINCIOTTI
HATCHET REPORTER

ELISE APELIAN |
SENIOR STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER

Chinese American
Student Association

Nationwide, college police head off campus
GW’s policing plan to ease
neighbor strife contrasts
priorities at other colleges
COLLEEN MURPHY
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

As GW looks to empower its
police to break up rowdy parties

See UPD Page 5
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CRIME LOG

CAMERON LANCASTER | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

Wu-Tang Clan member Method Man, 42, poses for a photo with a fan at the LivingSocial Headquarters on Saturday. Members of rap
group scheduled a small show at the website’s offices after the Rock the Bells Hip Hop Music Festival was cancelled this weekend.

SIMPLE ASSAULT

CMPDLPGTU4USFFUo CFUXFFOBOEQN
Case closed

A female student reported that a man spat on her
while she was walking with a group of friends.
No identifiable suspect

LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION/DISORDERLY
CONDUCT
CMPDLPG'4USFFUo BN
Case closed

intoxicated student who had earlier been seen
eventually apprehended. The student was assessed
and taken to the hospital for treatment.
Referred for disciplinary action

LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION

$JUZ)BMMo QN
Case closed

UPD responded to a report of an intoxicated
student who was leaving University Yard. She was
brought to the hospital for treatment.
Referred for disciplinary action

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

*4USFFU.BMMo QN
Case Closed

Subject barred from campus
– Compiled by Benjamin Kershner
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To get here, we just took
a different road, even
though mine probably
had a few more IEDs on
it.
DOMINIC AMARAL, a 26-year-old student
veteran, PO(8TFGGPSUUPCSJEHFUIFHBQ
CFUXFFOWFUFSBOTBOETUVEFOUT
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BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
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by Diana Marinaccio

THIS WEEK
Monday, Sept. 30

Tuesday, Oct. 1

Army Band Fall Concert

World Bank Group Strategy

Listen to the United States Army
Field at their annual free fall
concert.
-JTOFS"VEJUPSJVNtQN

Wednesday, Oct. 2
Cage and the Contemporary
Panel Discussion

Discuss the work of D.C. artists
XIPXFSFDIBMMFOHFEUPQBJOU
XIJMFMJTUFOJOHUPNVTJDCZBSUJTU
John Cage.
4NJUI)BMMPG"SUtQN
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Tap into the Job Market
with Social Media

Learn how to use LinkedIn and other
TPDJBMNFEJBUPFGGFDUJWFMZOFUXPSL
in your field.
.BSWJO$FOUFS SPPNt
QN
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Students protest
GW investments
tied to fossil fuels
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Students are demanding
that GW break ties with the
world’s largest fossil fuel companies, and are planning to
Trustees this semester.
The student organization
Fossil Free GW is pressuring
administrators to pull investments away from oil giants
such as Exxonmobil, Shell and
BP so that the University does
bon emissions known to cause
global warming.
Fossil Fuel GW, following in the footsteps of student
advocacy groups pushing for
divestment across the country,
month with plans to spread
awareness about the world’s
limited supplies of crude oil,
coal and natural gas. The
group plans to canvass campus
for signatures, and has tallied
about 250 names so far.
The group’s coordinator,
senior Vincent Patalano, hopes
the University will sign a divestment agreement by the end
of the semester.
Patalano said the University should stop “bankrolling”
companies that harm the environment and contribute to
global warming.
“We feel this is a huge opportunity for GW to truly make
history and embrace this positive image of a sustainable university,” Patalano said.
University spokeswoman
Candace Smith declined to provide a list of the investments
that make up GW’s $1.37 billion endowment, which mostly
relies on outside managers to
sions.
A report earlier this year
from the investment-managethat divesting from fossil fuel

companies does not harm university endowments.
Fossil Free GW hopes to
see GW divest from the top
15 companies involved in coal
mining or in burning coal to
generate electricity, a group
that has been dubbed across
the nation as the “Filthy 15.”
Its petition then calls for GW to
divest from all 200 of the largest fossil fuel companies within
Student-led movements
against fossil fuel investments
have spread to more than 300
colleges across the country,
with students at Harvard, Columbia and American universities seeing their campaigns
gain momentum.
The University does not
have a social responsibility investing policy, which several
schools have adopted to hold
investment managers accountable. Still, Smith said without
a formal policy, “that doesn’t
mean we don’t look to invest
in socially responsible companies.”
Shannon Ross, a leader
ity, said the administration is
working with the treasurer’s

HATCHET FILE PHOTO

Tau Kappa Epsilon recorded the largest increase in recruitment out of all 16 fraternities this fall. The chapter, which
allows rushes to smash a car each year, handed out 22 bids, an increase of about 150 percent from last year.

Largest fraternities give out fewer bids
Beta Theta Pi,
Sigma Phi Epsilon
count most bids

green businesses. She declined

JEREMY DIAMOND

investment plans or if the plans

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

from fossil fuel companies.
Sustainability has been
a top priority for University
President Steven Knapp since
he came to campus in 2007.
Patalano said this is the
next stop GW has to take to
become a more sustainable institution.
“The reason we are doing this campaign in the
first place is because we
really believe in GW’s potential to be a true leader
among universities working towards a sustainable
future,” said Patalano.

''

ADAM SILVERMAN

More than 300 men
were invited to join Greek
life Saturday after two
weeks of recruitment,
with six of GW’s seven
largest chapters handing
out fewer bids than they
did last fall.
Delta Tau Delta and
Sigma Chi, the two chapters that recruited the
most members last fall,
both invited about 10 fewer members than last year.
The four other chapters with pledge classes
larger than 25 members
last fall - Pi Kappa Phi,

Faculty lead as GW inches
toward free online courses
Much-hyped
MOOCs move
forward slowly
LUCAS KUO
HATCHET REPORTER

GW is guiding a handful
of professors to create massive open online courses,
which could start teaching
students from around the
world by the end of the academic year.
provost for online education
and academic innovation,
said MOOCs – free, not-forcredit classes – allow faculty
to “reach a larger audience”
and share information with
those who have little access to
education.
“MOOCs should be
about faculty empowerment,
faculty members who want
ent modality of education,”
Berman said. “I want to provide a way for them to do it.”
The
University
announced last winter that it
would start to plan its own
set of free online courses,
which have multiplied at top
universities like Harvard and
Northwestern universities.
Now, those plans are taking shape, with subjects like
nursing and political management pegged as some of
Berman said he hopes
to eventually start programs
tailored for audiences in developing countries. For example, he cited a possible
School of Nursing-led course
on neonatal care that would
be slower-paced and involve
more background exercises
than a typical class.
GW is late to the free online education craze. MOOCs,
which are often taught by star
professors, attracted international media attention last
year by drawing thousands
of signups.
But some universities
that rushed to start their own
programs lost faculty support
along the way. San Jose State
University paused its MOOC
program this summer after
two semesters.
Berman said the more

MOOCs should be about
faculty empowerment,
faculty members who want to
experiment with a different
modality of education.
PAUL SCHIFF BERMAN
Vice Provost for Online Education and Academic Innovation
cautious approach would
help professors understand
how to translate a class from
in-person to online.
Margaret Soltan, an English professor who created a
MOOC on her own with the
company Udemy last year,
said teaching an online class
ent mindset than teaching in
the classroom.
“When I teach at GW,
I have notes. When I do
MOOCs, I’m just so nervous
and want everything to be
perfect and want to communicate my passion for poetry,”
Soltan said.
Craig Linebaugh, a professor of speech and hearing
science, said universities have
MOOCs for credit because
much students learn from
them.
“I have an obligation to
the students in my course
to assess their level of learning and to make sure they’re
learning things,” said Linebaugh, a member of GW’s
Teaching and Learning Collaborative. “If you can’t do
that in valid and reliable
ways, then you probably
shouldn’t be getting credit.”
Faculty have other concerns about the online courses as well.
In a survey
by the

Chronicle of Higher Education last spring, 55 percent
of professors who taught a
MOOC said it had diverted
time away from other teaching and research.
Nearly three-quarters did
not think students who did
well in the open online courses deserved formal academic
credit for their work, the survey showed.
For some of these reasons, the University has
diverted its attention to degree-granting, tuition-generating online programs as a
Now, Berman said the
University is looking to use
free online courses to spread
the word about its top programs, not replace for-credit
classes.
“The most important
thing is if you’re going to
do a course that is going to
brand GW and help to sell
GW and be a niche for the
university, you want it to be
good,” Berman said. “So I’m
more concerned with making sure the courses are really high quality than I am
with making sure they happen really fast.”
Berman declined to say
which online provider the
University would partner
with because the agreeCompanies like Coursera
tures like EdX – have led the
way in helping colleges start
MOOCs.
–Mary Ellen McIntire
contributed to this report.

iSABEL GARCIA | GRAPHICS ASSISTANT

Alpha Epsilon Pi, Kappa
Sigma and Pi Kappa Alpha – also invited fewer
members this year. Only
Sigma Phi Epsilon grew,
giving out one additional
bid to reach 28.
29 bids – the most out of
any chapter and nearly
twice the number of men
recruited last fall. This
year’s class is its second
largest ever. Last spring,
the chapter counted about
90 members, making it a
mid-sized fraternity on
campus.
Colin O’Brien, president of Beta Theta Pi, credited the increase to a more
calculated
recruitment
strategy, focusing more on
the chapter’s overall mission and values.
“In the past, we just
welcomed guys to come
and have food, and have

sort of lacked on the informational side as far
as explaining what Beta
is about,” O’Brien said.
“This semester, we led
with that.”
Tau Kappa Epsilon
handed out 22 bids and
recorded the biggest jump
in recruiting, with a nearly
150 percent increase. The
chapter has not logged a
pledge class with more
than 15 members in three
years.
Small chapters, which
last year tallied the largest
increase in recruiting, continued to grow. Lambda
Chi invited 16 members,
compared to the seven
men it recuited last year.
About 1,200 men are
now involved in one of
the Interfraternity Council’s 16 chapters. Over the
last decade, the percentage of students in Greek

life has nearly tripled,
reaching about one-third
of all students.
Sororities also handed
out bids this week, with
another record-breaking
recruitment season. More
than 500 women were
given bids, a nearly 25
percent increase from last
fall.
O’Brien said fraternities that focus on the beneparties and mixers – are
most successful in recruiting.
“I think people often associate, with social
fraternities, just sort of
being a purely social organization, being totally
involved with partying or
social funcitons, but very
rarely do they think of it
as a place where guys go
and can develop their best
qualities,” O’Brien said.
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
The companies with large fossil fuel reserves in which GW invests (p. 3)
FROM

THE FORUM

blogs.gwhatchet.com/theforum

“It doesn’t matter if science is the most lucrative profession.
It’s still a subject worth spending on because majors who study
basic science go on to do great things.”

–OPINIONS EDITOR JUSTIN PELIGRI, on keeping GW’s commitment to science steadfast. tSept. 28

STAFF EDITORIAL

ALUMNI CAN HELP CHANGE GW FOR THE BETTER
As alumni strolled around campus this
weekend, walking from the Cyndi Lauper
concert to happy hour, they probably noticed
that a few things have changed since they
called GW home.
Academic and research buildings devoted
to science, engineering, public health and the
arts are nearly complete. Faculty are armed
with millions more research dollars than a decade ago. GW admitted 40 percent of its applicants 11 years ago while it now lets in a third.
But the reality is that the the improvements would not have happened without
a financial boost from tuition dollars, real
estate investments and, most importantly,
donations.
Now, the University is on the verge of a
fundraising campaign that will ideally total
at least $1 billion to pay for better professors,
more modern buildings and financial aid
checks. In the long run, this will raise the value
of graduates’ degrees.
But unless donations continue to pour in,
University progress will slow. And that’s institutional suicide.
The University can’t improve without
fundraising dollars. To incentivize giving, administrators should double their efforts to increase financial aid programs for current and
future students.
So far, alumni haven’t been convinced
about giving back. Although GW has over
250,000 graduates, many alumni from 20
or 30 years ago don’t feel connected to an
institution that has changed so much since
they were students.
The annual alumni giving rate hovers at 9
percent, far below GW’s competitors.
That fundraising futility threatens GW’s
future. When similar universities – like University of Southern California, Washington
University in St. Louis and New York University – run laps around GW with fundraising, it
will be nearly impossible to catch up.
Alumni may have an understandable re-

sistance to giving. Young alumni likely do not
have a financial cushion to even consider hefty
donations. Older alumni attended GW when
its lack of academic prowess made it a secondclass school.
It’s also reasonable for alumni to be
skeptical about where they’re giving their
money. Scandals that have hit the University in the past year degrade confidence in
the institution.
But despite administrative misdeeds,
alumni should rally around at least one cause:
financial aid for current students.
When deciding whether or not to donate, alumni often ask themselves, “What
did the University give to me?” For many
students receiving scholarships, the answer
is a four-year degree. If the University uses
fundraising dollars to create more financial
aid pots for students, recipients will feel a
sense of indebtedness to GW that will encourage them to give back.
We’ve seen it before in GW’s biggest donors. Former Board of Trustees chair Russell
Ramsey came to GW on scholarship, and has
a big giving record. Trustee James Humphreys
has poured money into financial aid to help
pay GW back for his education, including a $1
million gift for law school financial aid packages two years ago.
Without financial assistance, a debt-free
GW education seems only possible for the
richest students. The University risks becoming socioeconomically homogeneous, which
is frightening since it is already notorious for
its overwhelmingly white, wealthy, New England student population.
As much as GW has improved and
changed over the last decade, it still struggles to attract low-income or minority students. A meager 8.7 percent of the student
population identifies as black, while 5.9
percent is Hispanic.
Only 13 percent of students were eligible for Pell grants in 2011, and those

Going to great lengths to win over donors

by Mikaela Moschella
students paid over $14,000 in tuition.
That put GW in a group of colleges with
high net prices and few low-income students in a New America Foundation
study in May.
This track threatens GW’s place as a
premier institution that can attract the
best of the best, no matter what their
backgrounds are. More financial aid can
reverse this trend.

Like students of old, we must rise up

D

espite criticism of last
year’s
rebranding
campaign, one slogan
was right: GW students can change the course of
history.
Once upon a time, they did.
By 1969, the Vietnam War
had claimed nearly 40,000
American lives. As public opinion began to turn against the
tion and Congress were unresponsive. That is, of course,
until demonstrators – including
students facing the threat of the
draft’s death warrant – mobilized to end the war.
Shawn McHale, associate
professor of history and interthough GW students get “little
credit” for their role in the protests, “they were crucial, as [students] provided housing for
outside protesters and students
participated in the protests
themselves.”
As many as 400,000 protesters marched the streets of the
District that November.
Public opinion began to
shift, and the war became so
unpopular that Nixon was
forced to pull troops out of Vietnam sooner than he anticipatof then-University President
Lloyd Elliott’s housing policies
– which banned students from
harboring protesters in their
dorms – brought about genuine
change in the course of American history.
But students at GW today
haven’t been living up to this
standard. When was the last
time we showed that kind of
courage, fortitude or unity?
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Chase Hardin
Writer

and recreation space. Julia Susuni, you and your administration should take on national
student debt.
Among friends, I’ve been
Vietnam was a once-in-a-generation issue, they say. Modern
students have nothing as galvanizing to rally behind. There’s
no moral atrocity that we all
feel compelled to address. And
sometimes, I think they’re right:
On my more cynical days, I
concede that GW students today are more interested in being part of the body politic than
challenging its injustices.
But what about student
debt? It’s an issue every student
will rally to because in one way

whom to align themselves.
These friends already exist. Senator Elizabeth Warren,
an alumna, must get credit for
her gallant, if ultimately futile,
attempts to combat student
debt and interest rates. And
President Barack Obama has
outlined a plan to hold colleges
accountable by creating an affordability scorecard and by
tethering federal grants to college prices.
These plans won’t come
to fruition, though, unless stu-

of us. And Susuni told me in
an email that she agrees it’s an
“extremely important issue.”
Student debt is an economic
nightmare with potentially
devastating consequences. It’s
something GW students are
familiar with and uniquely
equipped to protest. Now is the
time.

Does this sound like a tall
order? Good. It is.
GW students once occupied

I’m calling on Student Association leaders to embrace a
larger vision than quixotic at-

students graduate with an average debt of $32,714 dollars, according to the most recent data
from 2011 from the Project on
Student Debt.
Jobs are sparse upon
graduation. Interest rates on
government loans consistently threaten to climb.
Total student debt has

and refused to leave after he
put the housing restrictions in
place. These students went on
to house protesters anyway in
Lafayette, Madison and Thurston halls, despite administrative opposition.
That is courage. That is political activism.
Vietnam was another GW
generation’s issue. But what
will ours be?
If we cannot organize to at
least challenge a pervasive issue like debt, while our GW
forefathers tackled a war, then
frankly, we don’t deserve The
Princeton Review’s title of
“most politically active.”
–The writer is a junior
majoring in international
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A dose of reality for a
sustainability activist

eclipsed credit card debt in
America. And the student body
burns.
Student leaders must start
raising hell. The Vietnam protesters at GW didn’t think
small, and neither should we.
Campus hubs – like, for example, Kogan Plaza, where a rally
for student space occurred last
spring – were not the scene of
history-making protests. The
White House and Capitol Hill
were. Student leaders should
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So the giving momentum must continue. Yearly gifts for financial aid have
doubled since University President Steven Knapp came to GW, and it’s up to
current alumni to make sure this positive
trend doesn’t slow down.
The responsibility rests on alumni to
sustain GW’s progress by giving donations – both large and small.
We can change this institution.

I

came to GW a starry-eyed environmentalist.
I joined Green GW’s execu-

Anthony Bucci III
Writer

member last year in former sustainability residence hall Building JJ and cent renewable energy.
The minor’s culminating expepitched an environmental idea for the
Clinton Global Initiative University rience is a semester-long capstone
internship or project that allows stuwhen it came to campus.
So when I learned last year that dents to apply our newfound knowlGW was going to launch an academic edge in real world cases. I found
program in sustainability, I knew it myself pitching an environmental
was something I wanted to be a part
of. I quickly discovered, however, that
the sustainability minor wasn’t quite economic progress and well-being.
what I thought it would be.
Some courses left disillusioned hesitation. Then, a man representing
environmentalists complaining about the natural gas – fracking – industry
their teachers, who claimed a pro- came forward.
I was determined to get him on
business or, even worse, a pro-fracking
my side and I gave my
position in class. A public
pitch in a way that I knew
health course laid out the
Maybe the
would pique his interest.
huge hurdles to creating
the practirenewable energy sources.
sustainability Icalemployed
skills I learned in the
This strong dose of
reality was hard to hear, minor is better minor, like the ability to
especially for sustainability idealists. But this isn’t represented by
and my proposal worked.
a bad thing. In fact, it’s
This minor is a necesjust what college students a green dollar
sary part of a serious enneed.
sign than a vironmentalist’s life cycle.
“Sustainability” has
It transforms us from idebecome a sexy term. It’s
green leaf.
alistic activists capable of
a buzzword, especially
speaking about change
across higher education,
into educated leaders capable of makand its use at GW is no exception.
But in the program, environmen- ing change.
Only by diving into academic distalists get more than what we asked
for and are pushed outside our com- ciplines outside of one’s area of expertise and thinking critically about envifort zones.
The programs’ introductory ronmentalism will students gain the
course lays the ground for the minor. practical skills necessary to create real
It teaches students that sustainability social change.
Since environmental and social
is not simply knowing what you can
and cannot recycle, compost or throw progress are often tied to economics,
out. Rather, it is a balance between it is essential that students looking to
economics, the environment and social equity. There’s a whole economic tricks of the trade. And that’s what the
component to sustainability that sustainability minor and its professors
many students aren’t initially aware
So maybe the program is better
of.
For example, an energy course in represented by the green dollar sign
the School of Public Health and Health than the green leaf. But practically
Services – one of many “green leaf” speaking, that’s not such a bad thing
at all.
multidisciplinary reach of sustainabil–The writer is a senior majoring in
ity – taught students about the logistics
political science and
and feasibility of converting to 100 perenvironmental studies.
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A community to ward off loneliness
RACHAEL GERENDASY

are also paying members of
the village.
“They retire, so they
lose their work community.
People move, people die. We
live in an urban environment
and often, people need help
with things that they used
to be able to do themselves,
and they need a community
to help them with that,” Bernstein said.
The group had $25,000
on hand, mostly from private
donations, when planning of-

HATCHET REPORTER

Foggy Bottom resident
Joelle Egger has always prided herself on her independence. But when she fell and
broke her tailbone two years
ago, she needed help with
even the most basic parts of
her daily routine.
As the single 64-year-old
watched her children move
away and her friends’ health
decline, she admits she still
sometimes needs a hand.
Egger has turned to a new
neighborhood program, joining a community of senior
citizens who hope to age in
their own homes.
“This is the way I’m look-

transportation to doctor’s appointments and meal deliveries. It’s meant to help seniors
remain in their homes rather
than move into assisted living
facilities.

complex, is giving $100,000 to
space.
Robert McDonald, director of the village’s services
arm, is responsible for connecting members to volunteers and overseeing dayto-day operations. He said
the program has recruited

vetting and training volunteers.
The village movement
2002, with nationwide membership totaling about 10,000

''

I will manage on my own as
long as I can. When I need
to, I will get help,” said Egger, who has lived in Foggy
Bottom for nearly a decade.
“What I hope to get out of it
[is] the possibility of meeting people and not being so
alone.”
The Foggy Bottom West
End Village – a neighborhood
network aiming to connect
more than 100 local senior
citizens – will launch Tuesday
after two years of planning.
The volunteer-based pro-

the village has raised about
$120,000, which will go to-

DELANEY WALSH | PHOTO EDITOR

Joelle Egger, 64, plans to join the Foggy Bottom West End Village, a community network that links senior citizens to services
such as car rides to doctor appointments. More than 30 GW students have volunteered to get involved so far.

What I hope to get out of it [is] the possibility of
meeting people and not being so alone.

he hopes to nearly double.
About 30 students at GW
have reached out to volunteer.
“I really believe that as
our population, myself included, gets older and older
– we have such a great baby-boom generation who is
getting into their Medicareand-beyond ages – it’s really
vitally important for society
to help people develop as
much as they can,” McDon-

ald said. “People retire and
pletely new to do. I really believe in that.”
A Chicago native, McDonald worked in mental
health and substance abuse
programs when he came to
the District in the 1980s. He
lives in the Dupont Circle
neighborhood and served as
the unpaid volunteer coordinator for the Dupont village
after he retired in last year.
“Each village is very

unique. It depends on the
community,” McDonald said.
“Even being right next door, I
between the Dupont Circle
neighborhood and this neighborhood.”
Mayor Vincent Gray and
D.C. Council member Jack
Evans will speak at the Foggy
Bottom village’s grand opening Tuesday.
Seniors can take trips to
museums or cruises on the
Potomac River, join book

JOELLE EGGER
Foggy Bottom Resident
clubs and go to cocktail parties, barbecues, lectures or
mini-golf outings. The proonly tour of the State Department’s diplomatic reception
rooms later this month.
Mary Bernstein, vice
president of the village’s
board of directors, said the
program allows elderly people to rebuild a lost sense of
community. Many volunteers

of senior citizens say they
would prefer to stay in their
homes as they age.
Membership fees, which
are about $600 for individuals
and $900 for households, will
cover most of the village’s
expenses. But the group also
to lower-income members.
Eden Hambric, a School
Without Walls student who
worked at the Dupont Circle
village last year, said she often spent time listening to
members tell personal stories.
One woman talked to her
about how she worked as a
spy during World War II.
Hambric also gave members technological assistance,
which is one of the most requested services.
“They were frustrated at
iPads that they did not know
how to use, but after they got
the hang of it they were super excited,” Hambric said.
uring out how to copy and
paste.”

At urban universities, off-campus policing looks to fill public void
From Page 1
secure for them whether
they’re on campus or not,”
said Michquel Penn, a comKent State University in Ohio.
versities stepped in to help
city police departments that
are stretched thin.
Philadelphia police have
shared a dispatch system
with Temple University and
the University of Pennsylvania for about a decade, a seSharing resources allows
the schools and Philadelphia police to monitor calls

and decide what force is best
equipped to respond, said
Charles Leone, who serves as
Temple’s deputy director of
campus safety.
At the University of
Maryland at Baltimore,
shared jurisdiction with city
police has allowed campus
only on university property,
but also on public land.
Lt. Dave Scott said Wayne
training as Detroit police and
have policing power over
the entire city, though they
surrounding the campus.
“Our campus is not clear-

and wrought iron gates,”
Scott said. “If we were exclusively commissioned as campus police, we would have no
authority on public streets or
sidewalks, or while traveling
from Point A to Point B.”
Scott added that since the
city declared bankruptcy, the
Wayne State force sometimes
responds faster to calls than
the Detroit police.
“With the way the city
has been going resource-wise
in the past few years, the Detroit police have been able to
do less and less, so the people
in our area have been conditioned to call us directly. They
don’t even bother to call 911,”
he said.

David Martin, a criminal
justice researcher at Wayne
State, said university police
forces can be helpful to city
police departments and the
trend of expanding jurisdictions may continue.
“Policing is certainly
headed in this direction, as
communications and technology have improved greatly,” Martin said in an email.
And for Kent State, at
least, the policy seems to be
working. Though the univer-

en-and-a-half years and this

jurisdiction with town police,
Penn said he’s already seen
a decline in noise complaints
and other disruptions.
“I’ve been here about sev-

saying that GW has to wait to
reach a consensus with other
D.C. schools.

Growth of student groups prompts scrutiny
From Page 1
few years.
can request funding, members must create a four-year
plan on how to outlast their
leaders’ time at GW. And if
an aspiring group cannot
prove it has a unique purpose, Miller will ask the students to join similar groups
that already exist.
Established groups will
not be asked to merge, even
if they share a mission, Miller
said. For example, the handful of Chinese-American
groups already on campus
can continue to run, but
future
Chinese-American
groups could be turned
down.
Corinne Falotico, a junior and executive producer
for Forbidden Planet Productions, one of four student the-

ater groups on campus, said
those organizations need to
keep their separate identities.
“If all four groups were
to merge together, less shows
would be produced a semester, causing less students to
be involved. One student
theatre group would not be
enough to satisfy the needs
of the growing theatrical
population on campus,” Falotico said.
secretary for the Afghan Student Association, said that a
“quality over quantity” approach makes sense. But she
said an attempt to stem the
growth of student organizations would hurt student life.
“I think to stop the number of student orgs on campus from growing would
also hinder students’ capacity to grow and make an impact on campus,” Rakin said.

IN BRIEF

cy, Miller has tightened the
rules for student organizations multiple times in his
three years leading the CSE,
with the SA following suit.
The SA added stricter
rules to its allocations process
last year, after an internal audit showed the system needed more oversight. For the
will be required to explain
each event and expense to
the SA to get funding as more
groups compete for the same
pot of money from student
fees. And last spring, the SA
also required groups to submit planned expenses before
the school year begins.
Budget pressure also
forced the SA to raise the student fee last year, which will
bring the student organization pool up to $1.75 million
within a decade.

Ryan Counihan, who
mittee, said he had not
heard of CSE’s changes.
But he said CSE should
not be concerned with an
increase in student organizations because senators
already planned for those
increases in the SA budget.
During past allocation
processes, Counihan said
the committee has not determined funding based on
an organization’s mission,
but on several factors.
“Our policy has always been that it’s not
our place to not fund an
organization because they
overlap – who are we to
say which one is better?”
Counihan said. “I think it’s
a good thing that student
organizations continue to
expand. It adds to student
life.”
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City leaders remain defiant as
government shutdown looms

HIV awareness group renews
push for on-campus testing

With a federal shutdown imminent, the District is bracing
for impact on everything from museums and libraries to trash

approved the use of a special reserve fund to cover the payroll
for D.C.’s more than 30,000 employees at least until Oct. 15

Campus activists hope to hold more HIV testing
clinics in the Marvin Center this year, fearing that the
extra distance to Student Health Service deters students from learning their status.
Philip Horowitz, president of the Student Global
AIDS Campaign, said he is working with SHS this fall
to hold at least two free testing clinics each semester.
The push comes after an 80 percent decline in
students tested last year.
The health center, which is located on K
Street, offers free testing monthly. Last year, the
tests were offered for free on a weekly basis, but
few students turned out.

–Luke Maury

–Emma Atwood & Chloe Sorvino

Mayor Vincent Gray has maintained the city will remain
open, designating the work of all D.C. agencies as “essential”
and therefore immune to closure if lawmakers fail to pass a
In a rare move for a D.C. leader, Gray laid out his resistance
ment this week – a move the District’s attorney general said

have a single arrest during
the end-of-the-year celebration. That could very well be
because the area is more frequently patrolled than it was
in the past,” Penn said.
It’s still unclear precisely
how far campus police will
pus under the potential D.C.
Council bill. GW has also
been tight-lipped about when
a bill could come before the

reprimanded by the city for

when responding to incidents beyond GW’s grounds
was a regular duty.
Renee McPhatter, assistant vice president for governmental relations, told local
representatives this month
that the University didn’t
intend to expand UPD jurisdiction across city wards.
She also said GW is not incers, which it considered four
years ago.
“GW is not requesting arrest powers,” McPhatter told
neighbors this month. “We
want to be able to enforce
the Student Code of Conduct
very narrowly.”

New career staff
targets ties with
city employers
JESSICA BAUM
HATCHET REPORTER

The Center for Career
Services brought students
to four companies around
D.C. last year to help them
get their foot in the door for
internships and jobs.
This year, students will
tional Institutes of Health to
career center passes the halfway point of its three-year
plan to improve students’
post-graduation prospects.
Rachel Brown, assistant
provost for University Career Services, said she wants
to see 30 percent more interactions with employers this
year, counting site visits, oncampus recruitment events
and postings on GWork.
“We are looking at employer engagement in the
broadest way,” she said.
“While coming on campus
to recruit is one of the ways
we’ll engage employers, we
also want to engage employers in unusual, nontraditional ways.”
She said she’s already
seeing progress. GW has
hosted three career fairs
and 56 employer-held information sessions this fall.
She added that about 2,700
jobs were posted on GWork
since June.

build relationships with employers this year, part of a
$20 million funding increase
over the next decade.
Peter Konwerski said the
try cluster, such as a media,
communications and art
corporations and government departments to learn
who is hiring.
“They’re the salesmen. They’re going out
and finding jobs. They’re
working with employers to find jobs. And then
they create opportunities
for students to get connected,” Konwerski said.
That overhaul started after a yearlong task
force charged the University with merging its
11 school-based career
centers and strengthening advising programs as
a whole.
About 63 percent of
the Class of 2012 said
they’d found work within
six months of graduation, on top of 20 percent
of students enrolled in
graduate school, according to the most recent GW
job data. About 46 percent
of that year ’s graduating
class responded to the
GW-sponsored poll.

Culture

THE

SCENE
THIS WEEK

PIZZERIA PARADISO
3282 M St. NW
Oct. 1, $14

TWO DOOR CINEMA CLUB
DAR Constitution Hall
Oct. 4, $33

CAPITAL SKYLINE HOTEL

Oct. 3, Free

Get every flavor of fall at once,
with all three restaurant locations
offering pumpkin beers, seasonal
ciders and special pumpkin pesto
and bacon pizza.

THIS WEEK IN GW HISTORY
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EMERGE ARTS FAIR

Curators, collectors and emerging
artists from around the globe will
come together to participate in
the fair, which partners with local
organizations.

The Irish peppy electro-pop
rockers are known for singles
such as “Something Good
Can Work” and “Sun.”

Oct. 5, 2005: The Interfraternity Council adds Sigma Chi, after a yearlong
process that considered applications from 20 national fraternities.

Sons of Pitch, a singing brotherhood, celebrates 10 years
MORGAN BASKIN AND
HANNA CUNNINGHAM
HATCHET REPORTERS

On a chamber choir trip
to Romania in 2003, a musical
brotherhood was born.
The all-male a cappella
group Sons of Pitch reunited
32 former members to perform at the Betts Theatre on
Saturday, with some alumni
den and Japan.
The performance marked
the group’s 10-year reunion
after its overseas start, which
created a campus group to
complement co-ed a cappella
choirs like the Troubadours
and the GW Vibes.
“A lot of us were already
in the Troubadours, but we
wanted the opportunity to
sing in an all-male group, and
we were also excited by the
idea of kind of doing what
a 2005 alumnus, said. “We
wanted to show some dexterity.”
Members of chamber
choir and a cappella groups,
the four Sons of Pitch founders visualized a group that
tackled both classic all-male
repertoire and modern pop
tracks. A year after their formation, they were named
the Students’ Choice Performance Group of the Year.
When 2008 alumnus Alex
Hecht took the stage with his
a cappella group this weekend, he said he felt surrounded by not just a collective of
singers, but a brotherhood.
“I was in it for four years,
and it really turned into a
brotherhood,” said Hecht,
the group’s former business
manager. “A lot of these guys

TATIANA CIRISANO | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Swami Raman, left, and Hugh Mansfield, right, prepare for Sons of Pitch’s 10-year anniversary concert. The concert featured
current members alongside alumni, who started the all-male group a decade ago in a Romanian farm house.

will be standing up in my
wedding.”
The camaraderie among
the men is not lost today:
Alumnus Erik Bergman said
he believes he might have
transferred schools had he
not been in Sons of Pitch.
For other members, the
music and performance experience encouraged professional endeavors. Phil
Sherman, one of the group’s
founders, is pursuing a master’s degree in conducting
from King’s College.

Saturday’s show featured
a diverse repertoire, from
Justin Timberlake’s “Pusher
Love Girl” to a cappella favorite “Duke of Earl” by
Gene Chandler.
The group closed the
show with one of their most
popular renditions since their
inception, “Change In My
Life,” popularized by Rockapella.
The show revived memories of notable past performances, some less than sentimental.

“My mom was in the
audience [during Parent’s
Weekend], and we did ‘Stacy’s Mom,’ and then for some
reason the guys decided they
wanted to change it to ‘Shyer’s mom,’” Evan Shyer, a
2005 graduate, said. “It’s hard
to forget.”
Hecht noted the alumni
network is small, comprised
of roughly 40 former mempella community, Hecht said
widespread recruitment is

groups, an issue that hinders
what sophomore Swami Racome “more of a presence”
on campus.
“[Being all-male] makes
recruitment easier in the
sense that there are guys
who know that all-male a
cappella groups are what
they want, and then come
straight to us,” Raman said.
“Then there are the guys
who are really good at singing but aren’t one way or the
other about all-male or coed, so they end up looking at
bigger groups like the Vibes
or the Troubadours.”
Still, alumni noted there
was never a rivalry amongst
a cappella groups: many
founding members sang in
multiple groups and performed at area festivals with
each other.
“A lot of us were in two
groups, and we liked that,
just because the bottom line
is we all were musicians and
just wanted to sing, and so
we wanted to do it as much
as possible,” Stern said.
This semester marked a
turnaround for the group’s
recruitment numbers, when,
according to Hecht, about 20
students auditioned.
“Even during our largest
audition days when I was still
in school, the biggest we’d see
is maybe 20 to 25 kids,” Hecht

from GW and subsequently
little publicity.
Some of an a cappella
group’s funding goes toward
recording albums. The Sons
of Pitch released their debut,
self-titled album in 2008. The conducts themselves with
Troubadours have released a better sense of professioneight albums since 1993.
alism than we did. The talMonetary obstacles aside,
the Sons of Pitch have also strong, but these guys know
historically faced lower-than- how to handle themselves.”
average
recruitment
numbers compared to GWHATCHET.COM
GW’s larger a capella

H

For videos of Sons of
Pitch’s reunion and alumni
remembering Thurston Hall

Alumni remember
ZFBSTBU5IVSTUPO
KENDALL MEYER
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

COREY ZAGONE | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Jay McCarroll, winner of the first Project Runway season, manned a booth at this year’s Crafty Bastards fair selling
accessories. He and all other vendors are approved by a jury before winning the chance to sell their crafts to D.C. fairgoers.

A haven for art entrepreneurs
at Crafty Bastards art fair
EVERLY JAZI &
ANA CVETKOVIC
HATCHET STAFF WRITERS

Tucked between about
200 people selling neon posters and Rice Krispie treatshaped handmade soaps,
famed fashion designer Jay
McCarroll said he noticed a
chaotic buzz at Union Market this weekend.
Anywhere else, the annual Crafty Bastards fair –
which displays everything
from handmade pottery
and jewelry to recycled
clothing – would have been
just another arts and crafts
show, McCarroll said from
his booth.
But in D.C., “these
people are hungry. They’re
is nice because...Washington doesn’t have an oversaturation of these kinds
of things,” McCarroll, the
of Project Runway, said as
he sold baseball tees, skirts

It feels really good to have something that you created, to
hold a product that feels mass-produced, but it’s something
from a really small run that you designed and did yourself.
JILLIAN YOFFE | Vendor at Crafty Bastards Art Fair

and scarves in his signature
funky, clashing prints.
“It’s good for the creative entrepreneurs who are
here,” he added.
To earn the chance to
sell to the thousands of arts
the festival, all vendors go
through an extensive application process by a jury that
stresses “high-quality, handmade, alternative items.”
Elizabeth Graeber and
the illustration program at
Maryland Institute College
of Art, have been preparing
for the Crafty Bastards fair
intensely for the past few
months.
tion and book arts, learn-

ing about craft shows from

well known in the local

year as a vendor.
Based out of her Baltiizes in pet portraits and
hand lettering, transforming
objects ranging from paper
to bags and shirts.
“I’m really excited to
see how that market responds to my work,” said

a mural for D.C. bakery
BakeHouse and illustrated
a cocktail book. She regu-

things so that if somebody were wearing something or holding something, somebody else
would point it out and
say, ‘Wow, that’s really
cute.’ That’s my favorite
thing about it – making
other people smile.”
Many, like Graeber, are

such as the one at Eastern
Market, for inspiration.
work on commission, as
opposed to being part of a
gives her a feeling of control and personal ownership over her work.
“It feels really good to
have something that you
created, to hold a product
that feels mass-produced,
but it’s something from a
really small run that you
designed and did your-

Thirteen
years
ago,
Adam Meixner and Melanie
Slomon moved into GW’s
most notorious freshman
residence hall.
The 2003 graduates returned to Thurston Hall Saturday with hordes of nostalgia-happy alumni, only this
time, the pair walked handin-hand as a married couple.
When asked about her favorite memories of Thurston,
Slomon said sheepishly that
she “can’t really remember.”
She laughed, and her husband, Meixner, quipped back,
“And that’s a good thing.”
Thurston Hall, the wonderland of freshman year
parties and hook-ups for
generations of GW students,
welcomed back its past residents Saturday during Alumni Weekend – sparking tales
of the good, the bad and the
crazy from the 50 years GW
has owned the building.
lounge, alumni imparted
survival tips, each writing a
piece of advice for this year’s
Thurston residents.
Danielle
Chipin
ica Bloomenthal, Rori Felt
Levine, Elissa Diamond
and Heather Friedman, all
from the class of 1993, lived
in Thurston their freshman
barrier and becoming inseparable friends. The garrulous
group of women had plenty
of words of wisdom to share.
“Be careful what pictures you’re posting, because
they’re gonna haunt you for a
long time,” Bloomenthal cautioned, chuckling.
Even
without
social
media,

Thurston residents’ behavior
has been well-documented.
Since GW purchased the
building in 1963, students
staged a “love-in” to protest
a midnight curfew for male
students visiting the then
all-female hall in 1968. Three
years later, students protested
the Vietnam War by hanging
a picture of a penis outside
the residence hall.
Alumni told current residents that bizarre stories continued into their eras.
“One of my roomand she grabbed the shower curtain and she came
out downstairs with the
shower curtain on,” Erin
Mulvey, who graduated in
1993, recalled.
Several alumni were
surprised by the renovations to the main lobby,
newly painted walls and
carpeted hallways. But
nothing was as “mindblowing” to them as the
absence of the dining hall
that was previously in the
basement, tour guide and
ber Chelsea Lenhart said.
While the annual tours
allow alumni to reminisce
on days past, they also
foster conversation with
current residents, an experience that bridges gaps
between generations of
students.
“I think one of the
greatest things that alumni get to do is talk to current residents and students,” Lenhart said. “It’s
a lot of fun to have alumni
come into the room, talk
to freshmen and
just see that interaction.”
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Splurging & saving at
D.C. farmers’ markets
APPLES
Dupont, 20th Street NW, Sundays, 8:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Foggy Bottom Metro, 23rd and I streets,
Wednesdays, 3 – 7 p.m.

THE DEAL: Apples might as well be synonymous
with autumn, but District residents can’t readily
pick their own. Cue the Dupont and Foggy Bottom
for $2.99 per pound. It’s comparable to
Whole Foods, which sells Honey1 LB
crisp apples for $2.99 per pound.
Plus, the fresh-taste aspect is su- MARKET FRESH
APPLES:
preme. Foggy Bottom and Dupont
markets both accept GWorld; head
to the information tent to exchange
GWorld money for tokens. Still,
Trader Joe’s McIntosh apple deal can’t
be beat: $3.99 for a four-pound bag.

$2.99

THE VERDICT: If you’re limited on

It may seem easy to ditch healthy meals to save money, but fresh
fall food staples don’t have to exceed your Colonial Cash budget
or hurt your dwindling bank account. Check out price and quality
comparisons for healthy produce and main course options across
farmers’ markets in Penn Quarter, Foggy Bottom and Dupont.

BREAD

THE MARKETS:

Colonial Cash, head to Dupont or Foggy Bottom

THE
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PASTA

JOSH SOLOMON
HATCHET REPORTER

TOMATOES

MARKETS: Dupont, 20th

THE MARKET: Penn Quarter,
8th Street NW, Thursdays,
3 – 7 p.m.

Dupont, 20th Street NW, Sundays,
8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Foggy Bottom Metro, 23rd and I
streets, Wednesdays, 3 – 7 p.m.

THE DEAL: One pound of pesto-

Foggy Bottom Metro, 23rd and I streets,
Wednesdays, 3 – 7 p.m.

Street NW, Sundays,
8:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.

THE DEAL: The Atwater vendor
makes appearances at both the
Dupont and Foggy Bottom farmers markets, but it’s best avoided.
Its country white bread goes for
$5 for 24 ounces and $2 for eight
ounces, outrageously higher than
the Rudi’s Bakery organic sweet
honey whole wheat bread sold at
Whole Foods at $2.79 for 20 ounces.
The Whole Foods bread will last
longer than the 8-ounce option, and
won’t set you back for the rest of
the month.

gorgonzola gnocchi will set you
back $7 at Penn Quarter – more
than twice the Trader Joe’s cost
for 8.8 ounces of squash triangoli
for about double the amount of
food. The farmers’ market serving can feed multiple
people, but even the
1 LB
charm of the Penn
MARKET
Quarter
vendor
who sold me an FRESH GNOCCHI:
arrangement of 10
pepper
samples
for just $1.50 can’t
justify a trip here for
pricey pasta.

THE VERDICT: Whole Foods

THE VERDICT: Trader Joe’s

$7

THE MARKETS:

THE DEAL: You could be stingy and pour Whole

Foods’ salad bar tomatoes into a box and pay by
the weight, or you could support local farmers
for comparable prices to Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s. Whole Foods’ organic vine tomatoes and
mini heirlooms cost $1.50 more than Trader Joe’s,
where a box goes for $3.49. But at the Foggy Bottom market, a box of regular tomatoes goes for
$2 per pound and classic cherry tomatoes run
varieties, like Mountain Magic and Black Velvet
Hybrid tomatoes – a quart will set you back up
to $6.50 for each – but charges 50 cents more for
basic cherry tomatoes.

THE VERDICT: Foggy Bottom

Communication Major Application Deadline: Thursday, October 3rd
Application and information available at 600 21st St. NW.
Instructions and admissions requirements can be found online at :
http://departments.columbian.gwu.edu/orgsci/academics/
communication/admissions
The Communication Program offers a well-established and popular undergraduate major in Communication to a cohort
of high-performing and successful students. The core of theory and research courses is complemented by practical
and applied elective courses, including an internship experience.
The Communication Major allows students to explore communication in personal, group, organizational,
intercultural, and public contexts, preparing them for careers in a variety of fields.
Students in the Program regularly present their research at honors conferences and secure top-paper awards; many
graduate with one of the three cum laude designations, with Phi Beta Kappa honors, or with Lambda Pi Eta distinction. In
today’s competitive job market, Communication majors continue to be highly successful in obtaining
desirable jobs upon graduation.
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As veterans pour in, GW sees
financial gain and plans for more
From Page 1
support at GW is “unlike
anything I had heard from
any of my counterparts,” he
said.
Locking in on support
Members of Congress
and higher education experts
have made waves about
some universities, especially
subpar services and academic experiences to veterans
who arrive with coveted federal dollars.
GW has tried to plow a
center adviser, seek therapy
from a U.S. Army veteran and
participate in a unique orienon campus. And this summer,
Success on Campus program
that permanently deploys a
vocational counselor from
“There are a lot of schools
beginning to jump on that
bandwagon of veteran friendliness, but they still haven’t
quite gotten there,” said Derek Regier, a former marine
and Elliott School of Internanot just giving lip service to it,
but following through in very
concrete ways.”
University President Steven Knapp said GW’s comGW’s values and identity going back to the University’s

after World War II, he added.
“Considering all those
factors, how could we not
respond to the veterans who
are now returning to civilian
life after a decade of war?”
Knapp said in an email.
The University even included veteran enrollment as
one of the goals listed in its
decade-long strategic plan,
aiming to boost its population of roughly 1,000 militarycludes students whose family
members are in the armed
forces. That commitment
prompted the University to
hire retired vice admiral Mel
Williams as senior associate
dean of military and veterans
initiatives.
“As many of the military
members, veterans and their
families think about learning
and advancing their careers,
we stand to gain by embracing them on our campus to
help provide them with a
quality GW learning experience,” said Williams, a retired
nuclear submariner.
Most of the support programs cropped up over the
last year since the University
hired Mike Ruybal to head
his time at the helm, Ruybal
has hired more federal workstudy students and a fullcesses veterans’ paperwork
with the U.S. Department of
Ruybal said his daily
interactions with veterans
prompted him to push for
services like a specialized
clinician in the University

Counseling Center.
“The need came straight
from the student veterans
themselves. They wanted
it,” Ruybal said. “It’s having
somebody to go in, to be able
to speak to, that can actually
understand you.”
The University has come
a long way since 2009, when

cials are preparing for more

dinator to help the 300 veter-

percent of students have ties
to the military.
Greg Logan, who directs
the center at Hampton Roads,
said the campus will expand
to up to 15 classrooms this
year with more faculty from

year GW joined the Yellow
Ribbon Program, where the
cial aid dollars for veterans
put up by over 1,000 colleges.

A financial upside
As student veterans
scope out their options, GW
also hopes the University will
stand out for its level of supGW has already been
named one of the nation’s
most
military-friendly

by G.I. Jobs magazine and
commits up to $18,000 per
undergraduate student and
up to $12,000 for most graduate students – funds that are
matched by the
Yellow Ribbon
Program.
parison, Georgetown and Tufts
universities dole
out up to $5,000
per undergraduate, while New
York University
pays up to $3,500.
And while

enroll as the U.S. draws down
from more than a decade of
war and more soldiers, sailors and marines look to earn
degrees.
Over the next year, GW
pus programs in Hampton
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campus – up from little more
than a handful of faculty and
relate to and understand the
veteran population, Ruybal
and student veterans are organizing monthly, six-hour
training sessions that immerse participants in military
life, from boot camp to deployment, to returning home
and jumping into academia.
grow its military population,

GW is not
just giving
lip service to
[veterans
services],
but following
through in very
concrete ways.

commitment
tops other peer
schools, one expert said that veteran populations
are also good for
universities “on a
dollars and cents
angle.”
“Most of the
time, if you’re a
vet, Uncle Sam is DEREK REGIER
paying for your
tuition, or at least Student Veteran
most of it, and
when that’s happening at
the school, you don’t have er, said the University needs
to worry about a late tuition to expand mental health serpayment, you don’t have to vices for veterans, as one in
worry about chasing down
students,” said George Alt- in Iraq and Afghanistan deman, a reporter for the Mili- velops post-traumatic stress
tary Times magazine. “Uncle disorder.
Sam is going to give you the
He said he wants GW to
money.”
nearly 70 percent of GW’s
nearly $48,000 in undergraduate tuition and fees, the University is left with only about
$14,000 of a veteran’s bill.
That compares to an average
of $26,000 in need-based aid
given to the overall undergraduate population.
The University’s Innocharged with thinking up
new strategies to save and
create revenue, calculated
that GW could bring in about
$1.8 million in added revenue
programs. These are mostly
classes that active-duty members can take online or at U.S.
military bases in the area, like
Charting a future for veterans

professionals to campus on a
regular basis, and has already
around the city to make it
happen.
“As GW continues this
push to make us the most
military-friendly school in
the country – you know,
probably the world – I think
that that would be one thing
that would really distinguish
them,” Davis said. “Too
many guys fall through the
cracks and it’s very serious.”
At the end of the day,
Amaral said he and the other veterans are students, just
like the 20,000 other people
enrolled in classes at GW.
“To get here, we just
took a different road, even
though mine probably
had a few more IEDs on
it,” he said.

Science Social
PUBLIC PROGRAMS

AT T H E K O S H L A N D

Is Community Resilience
Real or Fiction?
Wednesday, October 9th
6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $10; $7 for students
ksmresilience.eventbrite.com

525 E STREET, NW
WASHINGTON, DC
202-334-1201
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
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MERCHANTS
PAGE

To place a classified ad,
go to gwhatchet.com and click on
CLASSIFIEDS in the upper right corner.
For all other ads, email
ads@gwhatchet.com
or call 202-994-7682.

CLASSIFIEDS

MERCHANTS

FOR SALE
NEED A CAR,TRUCK OR SUV?
Over 1,000 vehicles!
You need 2 current pay stubs & 1 bill.
Gross income must be at least $2k/mo.
Jason- 202-704-8213
Laurel, MD

SERVICES
Invisalign Special for students!
Straighten your teeth! Make your smile all
it should be! We can show you what your
smile will look like!
(866)765-9981

FOR RENT
President Condo- Furnished 1 BR unit with
flat screen await your arrival. All you need is
your toothbrush! The rent is $1,675/month
utilities not included. The apartment is
available immediately.
(202)363-3399

Run your ad on this
page in a business
card size.
Full color for
$75/week.
To participate contact
our advertising sales
department at

(202) 994-7682
Deadline: Wednesday,
4pm for next Monday’s
issue

$7.99
Large 1-topping pizza

Manny & Olga's
202-337-1000

To play: Complete the grid Solution
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is not
guessing or math involved,
just use logic to solve.

Sports
4FQUFNCFS t1BHF

THE

GAMES
CRUNCH

MEN’S SOCCER

The 12-4 Rams will give the
Colonials their first challenge
of the early Atlantic 10
schedule.

In a battle of the Colonials,
GW plays its final game of
non-conference play and
looks to improve its 3-5-0
record.

vs. VCU
'SJEBZtQN

OF THE WEEK

NUMBER

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

29

vs. Robert Morris
4BUVSEBZtQN

The number of goals scored by men’s water polo senior Daniel Tyner after
GW’s 13-11 win over Johns Hopkins. Tyner’s 29 goals lead GW’s roster.

MEN’S WATER POLO

DELANEY WALSH | PHOTO EDITOR
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Fighting obscurity, entering national spotlight
NORA PRINCIOTTI
HATCHET REPORTER

At GW, the merry-goround of rebuilding seasons
and coaching changes means
winning teams are hard to
come by.
But men’s water polo,
soaring up the national rankings at No. 19, has knocked
after another. The Colonials
beat No. 20 Johns Hopkins on
Saturday and sit at 9-2 after
upsetting then-No. 18 Bucknell the weekend before.
Led by a rising sophomore star from Serbia and
a senior with a collection
of awards, GW is trying to
make its mark as a water
polo powerhouse. But that
still leaves fans wondering:
Why is this obscure sport
worth watching and how is
GW succeeding?
‘It’s quick, it’s intense’
Water polo may seem
strange to those who are unfamiliar with it – the College
Water Polo Association guide
even includes two references
to the lack of polo horses in
the game. But it is easy to follow for those familiar with
the popular sports it draws
from.
In a nutshell, water polo
supplies near-constant action
and underwater wrestling

matches, combined with high
scores and intense physical
demands.
Many features of the
game make it perfect for casual fans to watch. Each quarter is only eight minutes long,
and play rarely stops, meaning that it takes less than an
hour to see an entire game.
“It’s quick, it’s intense, it’s
fun to watch. It’s really easy
to get into and once you get
into, it’s really fun to follow,”
sophomore goalkeeper Connor Dillon said.
Plays are set up with perimeter players organized
around a center, just like in
basketball. Players make a
series of quick passes and
score into a net guarded by a
goalie, like in lacrosse. There
is an obvious connection to
swimming, as players cannot
but with a lesser-known element of wrestling: Water
polo is intensely physical and
involves plenty of contact between players.
This combination of elements is what makes the
sport incredibly demanding.
“It’s one of the hardest
sports out there and a lot of
people don’t know that until
they try it, and then they’ll
say that they can’t do it,” said
senior Daniel Tyner.
The Colonials are riding
a high note that mimics the

sport nationwide. The CWPA
has seen membership climb
from 215 organizations to 280
over the last decade.
“Right now I know that
in California, it’s the highest growing sport out of any
sport, and one thing I like
about it is how it combines
other sports and then puts it
in the water, in terms of the
rules and the way goals are
scored,” Tyner said.
Dillon said he believes
that student awareness of
the “still developing” sport
will grow, especially as water
polo becomes less tethered to
the west coast. Still, the CWPA’s entire Top 10 ranking is
made up of California-based
squads.
A fast start in the pool for GW
start in head coach Scott
Reed’s 15 years with the
team.
GW is 9-2, and as of
Wednesday, gained a spot on
the CWPA Varsity Top 20 list

The team cemented its
ranking on Saturday with a
13-11 win over No. 20 Johns
Hopkins, a CWPA Southern
Division rival.
GW’s success has been
driven by two standouts this
year. Senior Daniel Tyner,
who leads the team with 29
goals, has won two Southern
Division Player of the Week
awards this season. Sophomore Bogdan Petkovic scored

team average of 14.1 goals
per game. The Colonials have
also allowed, on average,
fewer than 10 goals in each
contest – down almost two
points from the team’s average goals-against at this point
last year.
Their recent 15-14 win
in a revenge match against
then-No. 18 Bucknell, who
beat GW in double overtime
in last year’s Southern Divi-

matching his career high,
after winning the CWPA
Southern Division Rookie of
the Year last season.
The Colonials have
reached new heights this
year,
rallying
after a disappointing
12-16
record last season.
Every non-goalie
on the team has
scored, leading to a

larly satisfying for the team,
which plays the Bison once
more this season.
“Nobody wants individual awards, we all want team
success and I think that’s
kind of a culture that has
changed since I’ve been here,
since when I was a freshman
until now. I think that’s kind
of why we’ve come together
as a team,” Tyner said.
The win over
Hopkins showed
the Colonials’ sig-

when the team was ranked
18th in a preseason poll.
“The overall success is
all the pieces together, both
and on defense. Defense was
a big problem for us last year
and they’re starting to get it,”
Reed said.

-JLFJOMBDSPTTF XBUFSQPMP
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year, when they lost twice to
Hopkins, 19-11 and 16-7. The
team never trailed the Blue
Jays in Saturday’s game after
junior Ridvan Pehlivan net32 seconds in.
The Colonials will play
Cal Baptist University on
Thursday in Riverside, Calif., pushing to improve their
of games to come. The team
plays on the road for the rest
of the season, leading up to
the southern division championships in Annapolis, Md.
in early November.
“There is not a single
game that we can say is easy,”
said Reed. “It’s going to be a
very exciting remainder of
the season.”
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Women’s soccer to lean on defense in conference play
JOSH SOLOMON

sure we kept shooting low,
because the goalie has really good hands,” Proska
said. “And I thought we
did a successful job in the
second half.”

HATCHET STAFF WRITER

With a one-week break
before conference play, the
women’s soccer team takes a
3-2-3 record into the heart of
its season, but questions linger about whether the team
can earn an Atlantic 10 tournament berth.
After a solid win on Friday night against Howard,
the Colonials finally put a
notch in the win column,
breaking a string of three
straight ties.
“It was needed. It was
a really good step moving into conference,” head
coach Sarah Barnes said.
“I was concerned about
their physicality and I was
concerned about the pressure that we may have been
putting on ourselves to finish, because that has been a
challenge for us.”
Strengths going into A-10 play
Over their last five
games, in which the Colonials have gone 2-0-3, the defense has allowed three fewer
goals than their opponents.
Additionally, the back line
has given up far fewer shots
on goal, a testament to GW’s
strong defense, anchored by

CAMERON LANCASTER | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR
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senior Melanie Keer and junior Elizabeth Casey.
The stingy defense has
greatly lightened the load
for senior goalkeeper Nicole
Ulrick, forcing her to make
only 14 saves on the year –
12 fewer than opponents’
goalkeepers. Ulrick and the
defense have allowed just 10
goals all season.

One way the Colonials
have limited strikes on goal
has been maintaining possession for most of the game.
Their offense, despite the inability to finish off scoring
opportunities, is able to hold
onto the ball and put pressure on the opposing team’s
goalies.
In the game against

Howard, freshman forward
Lina Proska said the team’s
plan was to keep possession
and attack the goalie’s weakness. GW would go on to win
3-1 over the Bison, outshooting Howard 15-4 and scoring
twice in the second half to
take the lead.
“We wanted to stretch
the field out and make

Weaknesses before A-10 play
The biggest problem for
the Colonials has been their
inability to take advantage
of scoring opportunities,
even, for example, in the win
against Howard. GW had
seven shots on goal and 11
corner kicks – none of which
resulted in a score.
The Colonials have outshot their opponents 81-35 in
the last five games and have
led the shots on goal category
at 33-13.
One way the Colonials
may find the back of the
net is through the help of
sophomore forward Kristi
Abbate, who led the team in
points last year. In the game
against Loyola Maryland, she
stunned defenders with her
intricate footwork and quick
passes, but could not push a
goal across. She said after the
game that she was in her own
head, trying too hard to score.
In the game against
Howard, Abbate had two
fairly open looks in the
box, but overhit both balls.

Barnes said she understands her striker is having a difficult time, but expressed confidence in her to
get it done on offense.
“I think when you miss
a couple, you start thinking,
‘I gotta put this one away,
don’t miss this one,’ and I
think that’s a hard thing to
get out of, and she’s just got
to keep her focus on, like, ‘I’ll
get the next one, I’ll get the
next one,’” Barnes said.
Another possible strategy for the team may be to
begin surprising their opponents by taking riskier shots,
like the strike from senior
Jane Wallis that found the
back of the net and put GW
ahead against Howard.
“We were trying to
play through the gaps a lot
and trying to constantly
play people in, so I think
they were a little caught
off guard that we took that
shot from the top of box, as
opposed to just trying to
flood the balls through,”
Wallis said after the game.
A more efficient, aggressive attack, led by Abbate
and Wallis, should help the
Colonials turn some of their
ties into wins, and lead to
positive outcomes against
A-10 opponents.
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With some success in fall opener,
women’s rowing sets sights on NCAA run
HASSAN HAIDER
HATCHET REPORTER

Two

consecutive

top-

I think the strength we have is we
got a bunch of women right now that
are willing to work until we get it right. This
sport’s about work. You put the work in and
it’s gonna pay off in the end.
ERIC CARCICH

-

-

Women’s Rowing Head Coach

-

-

-

-

ERICA CHRISTIAN | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

Top: The women’s rowing team competed on Sunday in their fall season opener, Head of the
Potomac. Above: Following a second, fourth and sixth place finish, some of the Colonials
help carry their boat off the dock.
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